Fluorescence studies of the interaction of DNA with Hoechst 33258.
Absorption and fluorescence measurements of DNA-Hoechst 33258 complexes at high molar ratio of DNA phosphate to dye are consistent with the existence of two types of bound species. One type (Type I) predominates at high ionic strength, whereas the other (Type II) occurs at low ionic strength. The fluorescence peak (lambda fmax) depends on the excitation wavelength (lambda ex); lambda fmax shifts toward longer wavelength with increasing lambda ex. Optical properties obtained are summarized in the following: for Type I, lambda amax (absorption) = 352 nm, lambda fmax at lambda ex of 335 nm = 460 nm, tau (fluorescence lifetime) = 2.0-2.5 ns; for Type II, lambda amax = 360 nm, lambda fmax at lambda ex of 335 nm = 470 nm, tau = 4.0-5.0 ns. This behavior is interpreted in terms of solvent-solute relaxation. Type I corresponds to less hydrated bound species, while Type II to more hydrated bound species.